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Abstract: A reaction system consisting of (R4N)2MoS4, FeCU, NaOMe, and ethanethiol in methanol affords at least three an
ionic Mo-Fe-S-SEt cluster complexes. The synthesis, 57Fe Mossbauer spectra in zero applied magnetic field, and X-ray ab
sorption (EXAFS) properties for two of these clusters, [Mo2Fe6S8(SEt)9]3- and [MOaFe6Sg(SEt)8]

3-, are described. 
(Et3NCH2Ph)3[Mo2Fe6S8(SEt)9] (1) and (Et4N)3[Mo2Fe6S9(SEt)8] (II) both crystallize in the hexagonal space group 
P6i/m with Z = 2. The unit cell of 1 has the dimensions a = b = 17.076 (7) and c = 16.816 (5) A; the structure was refined 
to R = 4.8% using 645 unique data with F0

2 > 3(T(F0
2). The unit cell of 11 has the dimensions a = b = 17.230 (6) and c = 

15.999 (4) A; the structure was refined to 5.8% using 800 unique data with F0
2 > 3<r(F0

2). The structures of both anions con
sist of two nearly isodimensional pairs of cubane-type MoFe3S4 (SEt)3 clusters which are triply bridged by sulfur atoms be
tween two six-coordinate Mo atoms. In [Mo2Fe6S8(SEt)9]3- and [Mo2Fe6S9(SEt)8]3- the bridging units and Mo—Mo sepa
rations are Mo(M2-SEt)3Mo, 3.668 (4) A, and Mo(M2-S)(M2-SEt)2Mo, 3.306 (3) A, respectively. A Mo-Mo distance of 3.191 
(2) A was found in triclinic (Et3NCH2Ph)3[Mo2Fe6S9(SEt)8]. The clusters contain MoFe3S4 cores, similar in shape to those 
in the ferredoxin site analogues [Fe4S4(SR)4]2- '3- but with a crystallographically imposed trigonal distortion. Interpolation 
of observed 57Fe isomer shifts with the essentially linear dependence of shifts of tetrahedral FeS4 units on formal oxidation 
state leads to a mean Fe2-67+ state or a formal 2Fe(III) + Fe(II) description. On this basis [Mo2Fe6S8(SEt)9]3- contains two 
[Mo111Fe3S4]

0 cores and [Mo2Fe6S9(Et)8]3-a [Mo111Fe3S4]
0 and a [MolvFe3S4]+ core. Isomer shifts of these species (0.27-

0.32 mm/s at 4.2-77 K) are similar to that reported for the EPR-active site in the FeMo cofactor of nitrogenase, suggesting 
a mean oxidation state near Fe2-67"1" in the latter. Analysis of the extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) of the Mo 
atoms in [Mo2Fe6S8(SEt)9]3-, [Mo2Fe6S9(SEt)8]3-, and nitrogenase is presented and discussed. Curve-fitting procedures 
afford Mo-S and Mo-Fe distances in the synthetic clusters which are in good agreement with those obtained from X-ray crys
tallography. EXAFS clearly reflects the structural difference between the symmetrical Mo(M2-SEt)3Mo and the unsymmetri-
cal Mo(M2-S)(M2-SEt)2Mo bridging units. Simulation of the EXAFS of the ,(unsynthesized) linked cubane structure (S4Fe3)-
Mo(Fe3S4) with trigonal symmetry suggests that it is an unlikely model for the Mo site in nitrogenase. Of the two synthetic 
clusters described here the Mo environment in the unsymmetrically bridged species [Mo2Fe6S9(SEt)8]3-, by the criterion of 
EXAFS, more closely resembles that in the enzyme. 

Introduction 

In the last decade, research on the structure, function, and 
mode of action of molybdenum-containing enzymes,2 4 and 
on the potentially biologically relevant inorganic chemistry of 
molybdenum,5 has greatly intensified. The structure of bio
logical molybdenum coordination sites, which in most cases 
are suspected to be the sites of enzymatic catalysis, are largely 
unknown in any detail. However, recent analyses of the ex
tended X-ray absorption fine structure6 (EXAFS) of Mo 
spectra of three enzymes have led to detection of one and 
probable recognition of another of the four general types of 
biological coordination sites which have been classified else
where.7 In milk xanthine oxidase8 and liver sulfite oxidase9 the 
Mo atom is found in a mononuclear site as an oxo complex with 
remaining coordination positions occupied mainly or exclu
sively by sulfur atoms from protein side chains. The situation 
in the FeMo proteins of the nitrogenases from Clostridium 
pasteurianum10 and Azotobacter vinelandii]' and the FeMo 
cofactor" (FeMo-co) isolated from the latter protein12 is 
distinctly different. Results of EXAFS analyses10,1 ' have led 
to the following principal conclusions: (1) the Mo coordination 
sites in the native proteins and in FeMo-co are highly similar 
or identical; (2) the Mo atom is primarily ligated by sulfur and 
is separated by <3 A from another metal, most definitely not 
Mo and therefore Fe, which is the only other metallic compo

nent of nitrogenase;'3 (3) M o = O interactions are absent in 
the resting (semireduced) state of the enzyme, and appear only 
when the enzyme is irreversibly aerobically deactivated. These 
structural differences deduced from the X-ray absorption data 
are consistent with observations that the FeMo-co and the "Mo 
cofactor",14'15 possibly common to all other molybdoenzymes, 
are not interchangeable in biochemical assay experiments.15 

Conclusion (2), together with the known presence of inor
ganic sulfide and cysteinyl residues in nitrogenase FeMo 
proteins,13 implicates Mo in a Mo-Fe-S(R) polynuclear 
cluster structure with metal bridging by sulfide and, possibly, 
terminal ligation by cysteinate. Several such structures have 
been proposed earlier.10 One of these involves a cubane-type 
MoFe3S4 core unit similar to the Fe4S4 structures found in 
ferredoxin protein redox sites and synthetic analogues of these 
sites.716 Although a few Mo-Fe-S(R) complexes had been 
reported earlier, 17~20 none appeared to afford the cluster 
structural features suggested by EXAFS analysis, and thus 
were not considered as suitable starting points for a synthetic 
approach to the Mo coordination site in nitrogenase. In exe
cuting the approach reported herein we assume the presence 
in the enzyme of a Mo-Fe-S(R) cluster, supported to an extent 
by other spectroscopic evidence.21'22 We have adopted the 
working hypothesis that this cluster, as [Fe 4S 4 (SR) 4 ] 2 - site 
analogues,7-16 may be a thermodynamically favored soluble 
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Table I. Summary of Crystal Data, Intensity Collection, and Structure Refinement Parameters 

data (Et3NCH2Ph)3[Mo2Fe5S8(SEt)9] (Et4N)3[Mo2Fe6S9(SEt)8] 

formula 
a, A 
*,A 
c, A 
crystal system 
V, A3 

Z 
Scaled, g / c m 3 

rfobsd, g/cm3 

space group 
crystal dimensions,c mm 
crystal faces 
radiation** 
absorption coefficient, ix, cm"1 

transmission factors, % 
takeoff angle, deg 
scan speed, deg/min 
scan range, deg 
background/scan time ratio 
data collected 
unique data (F0

2) > 3<r(F0
2) 

no. of variables 
error in observation of unit 

weight 
K,% 
Rw, % 

C7H1I1Fe6Mo2N3S17 

17.076(7) 
17.076(7) 
16.816(5) 
hexagonal 
4242 (5) 
2 
1.49 
1.49° 
/>63/w 
0.22X0.18 X 0.10 
(102), (001), (310), (230), (HO) 
Mo(XK75 0.710 69 A) 
17.3 
74.35 min, 82.88 max, 81.96 av 
3.0 
2.0 to 29.3 (6/26 scan) 
0.7 below Ka1 to 0.7 above Ka2 
0.25 
26 of 3-50° +h,+k,+l 
645 
151 
1.54 

4.8 
5.4 

'O), (140), (210), (1010) 

C4OHiOoFe6Mo2N3S17 
17.230(6) 
17.230(6) 
15.999(4) 
hexagonal 
4113(2) 
2 
1.37 
1.47* 
P63/m 
0.58 X 0.37 X 0.25 _ 
(001), (001), (310), (110), (310), (130) 
Mo(XK7; 0.710 69 A) 
17.8 
65.53 min, 69.85 max, 67.95 av 
3.0 
1.0 to 29.3 (6/26 scan) 
0.6 below Ka1 to 0.6 above Ka7 
0.25 
26 of 1-50° +h,+k,+l 
800 
111 
2.82 

" Determined by flotation in CCl4 and cyclohexane. b Determined by flotation in a solution of p-dibromobenzene in bromobenzene-cyelo-
hexane; absorption of solvent was indicated by density increase with time in this and other solvent mixtures. ' Irregularly shaped crystal. d Mosaic 
graphite monochromator. 

reaction product and hence it, or some precursor of it, may 
spontaneously self-assemble from simple reactants. 

Our first experiments23 have led to the preparation and 
structural characterization of the bridged double-cubane 
complex [Mo2Fe6S9(SEt)8]3-, which contains two MoFe3S4 

cubane-type cores linked by a Mo (/U2-SX(U2-SEt)2Mo bridging 
unit and whose Mo site by the EXAFS criterion is closely re
lated to that in nitrogenase. Nearly simultaneously, Christou 
et al.24'25a described the structure and several other properties 
of the related complex [Mo2Fe6S8(SPh)9]

 3~, which contains 
a Mo(^i2-SPh)3Mo bridge, but did not disclose its prepara
tion.2513 Here we report full details of the syntheses and X-ray 
structures of [Mo2Fe6S9(SEt)8]3- and [Mo2Fe6S8(SEt)9]3-, 
certain Mossbauer and X-ray spectroscopic results, and further 
consideration of the relationship between Mo coordination 
environments in these clusters and in nitrogenase. 

Experimental Section 

Preparation of Compounds. The Et4N+ and Et3NCH2Ph+ salts of 
tetrathiomolybdate used in the following preparations were obtained 
by addition of 2.1 equiv of the quaternary ammonium chloride to a 
slurry of (NH4J2MoS4

26 in acetonitrile. After stirring for 2 h under 
a dinitrogen atmosphere and filtration, the salts were isolated in high 
yield as bright red, crystalline solids by volume reduction of the fil
trate. 

General Procedure for Cluster Complexes. All operations were 
carried out under a pure dinitrogen atmosphere; all solvents were 
thoroughly degassed prior to use. Three solutions of reactants were 
prepared as follows: (1) 4.0g (25 mmol) of anhydrous FeCI3 was 
dissolved in 100 mL of anhydrous methanol and the solution was fil
tered through a Celite pad; (2) 5.1 g (83 mmol) of ethanethiol was 
added to a solution of 4.5 g (83 mmol) of sodium methoxide in 100 
mL of anhydrous methanol; (3) 8.3 mmol of tetraalkylammonium 
tetrathiomolybdate was dissolved in ca. 400 mL of anhydrous meth
anol and the solution was filtered. In succession, solutions 2 and 3 were 
added via stainless steel cannulae to solution 1 under continuous 
stirring. After complete addition of solution 2 the reaction mixture 
consisted of a greenish solution and a brown precipitate. Over the 
course of addition of solution 3 the reaction mixture darkened and 

finally formed an intense brown solution in which was suspended some 
brownish oily material. This mixture was stirred for 15 h at room 
temperature. Subsequent workup was dependent upon the desired 
product. 

(Et4N)3[Mo2Fe6S9(SEt)S]. Filtration of the reaction mixture af
forded 0.6 g of purple residue (which was insoluble in methanol, ac
etonitrile, and DMF and was not further characterized) and a dark 
orange-brown filtrate. The brownish residue remaining from evapo
ration of the filtrate in vacuo was crystallized from a mixture of 75 
mL of acetonitrile and 125 mL of THF to yield 3.0 g of black, crys
talline material. Four recrystallizations of this material from 2:3 v/v 
acetonitrile/THF gave 1.6 g (25% based on Mo) of black, crystalline 
product of acceptable purity by a 1H NMR criterion (see text). Anal. 
Calcd for C40HiOoFe6Mo2N3S17: C, 28.34; H, 5.95; Fe, 19.97; Mo, 
11.32; N, 2.48; S, 32.15. Found: C, 28.42; H, 5.95; Fe, 19.18; Mo, 
10.93; N, 2.48; S, 32.32. Absorption spectrum (acetonitrile): Xmax 268 
nm (eM 50 500), 396 (32 900). 

(Et3NCH2Ph)3[IVIo2Fe6S9(SEt)8]. Filtration of the reaction mixture 
gave ca. 1 g of purple-black microcrystals and a dark orange-brown 
filtrate, which was evaporated to dryness in vacuo. The resultant 
residue was dissolved in 200 mL of acetonitrile, the solution was fil
tered to remove insoluble material (mainly sodium chloride), and the 
orange-brown filtrate was evaporated to dryness in vacuo. Crystalli
zation of the brownish residue from ca. 600 mL of warm ethanol re
sulted in 2.1 g (28% based on Mo) of black, crystalline product. One 
recrystallization from ethanol afforded 0.67 g of product considered 
pure by 1H NMR and analytical results. Anal. Calcd for 
C55H106Fe6Mo2N3S17: C, 35.11; H, 5.68; Fe, 17.81; Mo, 10.20; N, 
2.23; S, 28.97. Found: C, 34.91; H, 5.89; Fe, 17.54; Mo, 9.98; N, 2.11; 
S, 28.86. Absorption spectrum (acetonitrile): X11111x 268 nm (evi 
51 100), 396 (31 300). 

(Et3NCH3Ph)3[Mo2Fe6S8(SEt)9]. The reaction mixture, which 
consisted of a dark orange-brown solution and some suspended mi-
crocrystalline solid, was reduced in vacuo to a volume of ca. 250 mL 
and cooled to -10 to -20 0C for 3 h. Filtration of the cold mixture 
gave 5.7 g of solid composed of a green material and purple-black 
microcrystals. Crystallization of this mixture from ca. 75 mL of ac
etonitrile (in which the green solid (2.1 g) did not dissolve) and ca. 175 
mL of THF afforded 1.9 g (24% based on Mo) of black, crystalline 
product. One recrystallization from acetonitrile/THF gave 0.96 g of 
product considered pure by 1H NMR and analytical results. Anal. 
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Calcd for C57HnIFe6Mo2N3Sn: C, 35.83; H, 5.86; Fe, 17.54; Mo, 
10.04; N, 2.20; S, 28.53. Found: C, 35.84; H, 5.74; Fe, 17.10; Mo, 9.80; 
N, 2.36; S, 28.43. Absorption spectrum (acetonitrile); Xmax 277 nm 
(«M 58 200), 391 (36 300). The purple-black microcrystals obtained 
by the initial filtration in the preceding preparation are identical with 
this compound. 

Collection and Reduction of X-ray Data for (Et4N)3[Mo2Fe6-
S9(SEt)8] and (Et3NCH2Ph)3[Mo2Fe6S8(SEt)9]. Black, air-sensitive 
crystals of both compounds, obtained by the crystallization procedures 
described in the previous section, were transferred under argon and 
sealed inside glass capillaries. Diffraction studies were carried out on 
a Syntex ?2\ four-circle diffractometer. The machine parameters are 
summarized in Table I. Fifteen machine-centered reflections whose 
2d values ranged from 12 to 23° were used in the least-squares re
finement of the orientation matrix and the lattice parameters for the 
two crystals. Suitable mosaicity for data collection of both crystals 
was indicated by w scans of five low-angle reflections for each crystal; 
the scans gave full width at half-maximum of less than 0.25° in all 
cases. 

The parameters utilized in intensity collection are summarized in 
Table I. Throughout each data collection three standards were col
lected, and in no case was any significant variation in intensities ob
served. Inspection of the intensity data and of partial rotation pho
tographs did not allow unambiguous determination of the space group 
of the two crystals. Each data set showed only the systematic absence 
000/, / = 2n, which was consistent with space groups P63, P6}/m, or 
P6322. Statistical analyses of the intensity data suggested a centric 
space group in both cases. Subsequent refinement of both structures 
in Pdi/m confirmed this choice as correct. The intensity data sets were 
processed using the program ENXDR, as described previously.27 

Numerical analytical absorption corrections were applied to both data 
sets to account for the irregular shapes of the crystals. 

Solution and Refinement of the Structures. The two structures were 
solved in a straightforward manner with the direct-methods program 
MULTAN. Using 263 and 185 normalized structure factors for 
[Mo2Fe6S9(SEt)8]

3- and [Mo2Fe6S8(SEt)9]
3-, respectively, 32 phase 

sets were generated. The presence of two formula units per cell in space 
group Pdyjm suggested that the anions were situated along the 
threefold axes and across the mirror planes at z = '/4 and z = 3/4. In 
this case the asymmetric unit consists of one-sixth of the anion and 
one-half of the cation. For both structures the phase set with the 
highest absolute figure of merit yielded trial positions for all Mo, Fe, 
and S atoms. 

Difference Fourier methods were applied to locate the remaining 
nonhydrogen atoms in each structure. For (Et4N)3[Mo2Fe6S9(SEt)S], 
inspection of the difference Fourier map clearly revealed the positions 
of the cation atoms, but the regions of electron density around the 
methyl carbon atoms of the Fe-SEt groups and in the region of the 
bridge between the two molybdenum atoms were not uniquely defined. 
The maps of the bridging region revealed electron density elongated 
in the mirror plane and attributable to sulfur atoms. Moreover, ad
ditional density indicated the presence of an ethyl group with partial 
occupancy near a sulfur atom. The bridge region thus appeared to 
contain sulfur atoms from both sulfide and thiolate groups (a matter 
substantiated by EXAFS analysis, vide infra). Two apparently dif
ferent distances from the Mo atom to the disordered S atoms in the 

. mirror plane could not be resolved because of the resolution limit of 
the data. The disorder was modeled by allowing one S atom to refine 
anisotropically; this atom assumed a root mean square amplitude of 
~0.55 A2 in the mirror plane with density extending toward the ethyl 
group. Separate refinement cycles were then carried out with the 
occupancies of the ethyl C atoms set as if there were either one or two 
ethyl groups distributed by the threefold axis over the three bridging 
positions. The isotropic thermal parameters for the methylene carbon 
atoms were ~5.0 and ~ 1.0 A2 for the cases of two and one ethyl groups 
in the bridging region, respectively. The more reasonable value of 5.0 
A2 was taken to indicate that two ethyl groups are distributed over 
three bridging positions. Thus, the bridge electron density was satis
factorily described and refined in terms of the Mo(M2-S)(M2-SEt)2Mo 
unit whose bridging groups are disordered by the crystallographic 
threefold axis. Inspection of the difference Fourier map following 
inclusion of the bridging atoms revealed two positions for the Fe-SEt 
methyl C atoms. The occupancy of this twofold disordered methyl 
group was described by assigning the occupancy factors of x and (1 
- .v) for the two positions. Refinement of* led to a 2:1 ratio in the 
different positions of the methyl C atom. These two positions are la

beled C(2)S(4) and C(3)S(4) in the tables which follow. 
In contrast to the sulfur atom bridge disorder in (Et4N)3[Mo2-

Fe6S9(SEt)S], the difference Fourier map showed a well-defined 
position for the bridging S atom in the structure of (Et3NCH2-
Ph)3[Mo2Fe6Ss(SEt)9]. This atom refined with full occupancy to give 
reasonable thermal parameters showing no abnormal elongation in 
the mirror plane. The methylene C atom of each of the bridging SEt 
groups was found to be in the mirror plane and was ordered. The 
methyl C atoms of each such group were disordered into two mirror-
related positions. This methyl C atom is labeled C(2)S(3) in the tables 
and the second position for the methyl C atom of the bridging SEt 
group is generated by the mirror operation. The electron density in 
the region of the Fe-SEt groups was found to contain three possible 
positions for the methyl C atom. Least-squares constraints were set 
up to allow the occupancy factor to vary, distributing the methyl group 
over the three positions such that the sum of the occupancies was one. 
This refinement yielded occupancy factors of 0.31, 0.20, and 0.49 for 
atoms labeled C(2)S(4), C(3)S(4), and C(4)S(4), respectively, in the 
tables. 

Refinement of both structures, treating the disorder problems using 
derivative constraints as described above, was by full-matrix least-
squares methods. The procedures and sources of atomic scattering 
factors have been given previously.27 The final least-squares cycles 
included hydrogen atoms of the cations; C-H distances and hydrogen 
atom isotropic temperature factors were set at 0.95 A and 7 A2, re
spectively. The final R factors are given in Table I. For each structure 
the highest peak in the final difference Fourier map was ~25% of the 
height of a carbon atom peak. This low residual electron density is 
distributed more or less randomly throughout the map, indicating that 
the disorder problems were well described in the final refinements. 

The following results for (Et3NCH2Ph)3[Mo2Fe6S8(SEt)9] and 
(Et4N)3[Mo2Fe6S9(SEt)8] are tabulated; positional and thermal 
parameters for the anions (Table II) and the cations (Table VI);28 

interatomic distances and angles in the anions (Table III) and the 
cations (Table VII);28 the best weighted least-squares planes for the 
anions (Table IV); root mean square amplitudes of thermal vibration 
of the anions (Table V); calculated hydrogen atom positions in the 
cations (Table VIIl);28 values of 10|Fo| and 10|FC| (Tables IX and 
X28). Structures of the two anions are presented in Figures 1 and 
2. 

The crystal structure of (Et3NCH2Ph)3[Mo2Fe6S9(SEt)8] has also 
been solved by the procedure^ described. The compound crystallizes 
in the triclinic space group P\ with one anion and three cations in the 
asymmetric unit and the following unit cell dimensions: a = 15.948 
(6) Kb= 19.005 (9) A, c= 15.675 (8) A, a = 98.09 (4)°, /3= 117.25 
(3)°, 7 = 89.25 (3)c. Despite the fact that no symmetry is imposed 
on the anion, the crystallographic disorder of bridging thiolate and 
sulfide groups persists. Additionally, one of the cations exhibits sub
stantial disorder. With the exception of methyl carbon atoms of the 
bridging thiolate groups, all nonhydrogen atoms were located. The 
structure was refined to R = 9.0%, R„ = 13.4% using 4557 reflections 
with F0

2 > 3(T(F0
2). The configuration and dimensions of the anion 

are very similar to those in its Et4N+ salt. With reference to Figure 
2 the following average distances were found: Mo-Fe, 2.741 (10) A; 
Mo-S(I), 2.347 (8) A; Fe-Fe, 2.701 (9) A; Fe-S (1), 2.259 (6) A; 
Fe-S (2), 2.278 (13) A; Fe-S (4), 2.232 (16) A. The most significant 
structural feature is the Mo—Mo distance of 3.191 (2) A, substantially 
shorter than that in the Et4N+ salt. Because of the similarity of the 
anions in the two compounds, further structural details of the 
(Et3NCH2Ph)+ salt are not included. 

EXAFS Data Collection and Analysis. All X-ray absorption spectra 
were recorded at the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory. 
The experimental apparatus has been described previously.1029The 
Mo Ka absorption spectra reported herein were measured in the 
transmission mode using a channel-cut Si[2,2,0] monochromator 
crystal and Ar-filled ionization detectors. The data collection for the 
FeMo protein of nitrogenase from Clostridium pasteurianum has 
been described in an earlier paper.10 The spectrum of [Mo2Fe6-
S8(SEt)9]3- was taken at moderately low beam energy (2.6 GeV and 
12 mA average current) and the final spectrum is the average of four 
25-min scans. The spectrum of [Mo2Fe6S9(SEt)8]3- was recorded 
at high energy and is the average of two 15-min scans. All spectra were 
recorded under anaerobic conditions. 

The data processing and analysis were carried out as described in 
earlier reports on synthetic molybdenum complexes29 and nitroge
nase.10 The curve-fitting analysis utilized nonlinear least squares to 
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Table II. Positional and Thermal Parameters for Anions 

atom 

Mo 
Fe 
S(I) 
S(2) 
S(3) 
S(4) 
C(I)SOK 
C(2)S(3) 
C(1)S(4) 
C(2)S(4) 
C(3)S(4) 
C(4)S(4) 

Mo 
Fe 
S(I) 
S(2) 
SO) 
S(4) 
C ( I ) S W 
C(I)SO) 
C(2)S(3) 
C(2)S(4) 
C(3)S(4) 

X 

0.3333(0)» 
0.2624(1) 
0.3769(2) 
0.3333(0) 
0.2986 (3) 
0.1713(3) 
0.1760 (11) 
0.1647(19) 
0.1148(17) 
0.203(3) 
0.143(3) 
0.025 (2) 

0.3333(0) 
0.2613(1) 

•0.3732(2) 
0.3333(0) 
0.3038(7) 
0.1690(3) 
0.1412(20) 
0.239(2) 
0.174(3) 
0.092(3) 
0.157(6) 

y 

0.6667 (0) 
0.5643(1) 
0.5703 (2) 
0.6667 (0) 
0.7501 (3) 
0.4333 (3) 
0.7149(11) 
0.7874(19) 
0.3480(17) 
0.315(3) 
0.354(4) 
0.275(2) 

0.6667 (0) 
0.5651 (I) 
0.5690(2) 
0.6667(0) 
0.7447 (6) 
0.4326(3) 
0.3530(14) 
0.772(2) 
0.718(3) 
0.262(3) 
0.297(5) 

2 

0.1408(1) 
0.0076(1) 
0.0799 (2) 

-0.0913(4) 
0.2500 (0) 

-0.0530(3) 
0.2500 (0) 
0.2050 (20) 
0.0088(15) 
0.057 (3) 
0.071 (3) 

-0.053(2) 

0.1467(1) 
0.0066(1) 
0.0836(2) 

-0.0975 (4) 
0.2500 (0) 

-0.0534(3) 
0.027 (2) 
0.250(0) 
0.250(0) 

-0.002(3) 
0.018(5) 

/3 , ," 

(Et3NCH2Ph 
0.003 67 (9) 
0.005 13(8) 
0.0045(1) 
0.0077 (5) 
0.0044 (2) 
0.0077 (2) 
0.0034(7) 
0.0084(15) 
0.0266 (22) 
5.(1) 
3.(1) 
8(1) 

0n /333 

J3[Mo2Fe6S8(SEt),] 
0.0037 (0) 
0.005 06 (9) 
0.0046 (I) 
0.0077 (0) 
0.0042 (2) 
0.0086 (2) 
0.0038 (7) 
0.0101 (16) 
0.0179(18) 

(Et4N)3[Mo2Fe6S9(SEt)8] 
0.004 64 (9) 
0.005 61 (8) 
0.0058(1) 
0.0071 (4) 
0.0133(6) 
0.0077 (2) 
0.0236(28) 
5.0(7) 
9.0(12) 

16.6(16) 
15.3 (30) 

0.0046 (0) 
0.005 26 (8) 
0.0054(1) 
0.0071 (0) 
0.0126(6) 
0.0067 (2) 
0.0060(13) 

0.002 39 (7) 
0.002 92 (6) 
0.0032(1) 
0.0026 (2) 
0.0027 (2) 
0.0089 (3) 
0.0043 (9) 
0.0099 (25) 
0.0100(12) 

0.003 86 (9) 
0.004 41 (8) 
0.0049 (2) 
0.0034 (2) 
0.0070 (3) 
0.0088 (3) 
0.0148(18) 

/3,2 

0.0034 (0) 
0.0050(1) 
0.0049 (2) 
0.0069 (0) 
0.0041 (3) 
0.0080 (3) 
0.0051 (10) 
0.0136(20) 
0.0247 (25) 

0.0046 (0) 
0.0053(1) 
0.0063 (2) 
0.0067 (0) 
0.0083 (9) 
0.0056 (3) 
0.0003 (29) 

/3,3 

0.0000 (0) 
-0.0007 (2) 

0.0002 (3) 
0.0000 (0) 
0.0000 (0) 

-0.0052 (5) 
0.000 (0) 

-0.004(3) 
0.014(3) 

0.0000 (0) 
-0.0005 (2) 

0.0003 (3) 
0.0000 (0) 
0.0000 (0) 

-0.0023 (5) 
0.014(4) 

/323 

0.0000 (0) 
-0.0011 (2) 

0.0000 (3) 
0.0000 (0) 
0.0000 (0) 

-0.0089 (5) 
0.000 (0) 
0.002 (3) 
0.001 (3) 

0.0000 (0) 
-0.0008 (2) 

0.0001 (3) 
0.0000 (0) 
0.0000 (0) 

-0.0049 (4) 
-0.004(3) 

" The form of the anisotropic thermal ellipsoid is exp[—(0\\h2 + 02ik2 + 0ul2 + 0nhk + 0\ihl + 02}kl)]. ' Estimated standard deviations in parentheses in this and 
succeeding tables. ' Numbering scheme: bridge, S(3)-C( I )-C(2); terminal, S(4)-C( 1 )-C(2,3,4). C(2), C(3), C(4) refer to the disordered 0-C atoms of the terminal thiolate 
ligands (cf. footnotes a and A, Table III). 

Table III. Selected Interatomic Distances (A) and Angles (deg) in Anions 

distance/angle (Et3NCH2Ph)3[Mo2Fe6S8(SEt)9] (Et4N)3[Mo2Fe6S9(SEt)8] 

Mo—Mo 
M o - F e 
Fe -Fe 
Mo-S(I) 
Mo-S(2) 
Mo-S(3) 
Fe-S(I) 
Fe-S(I) 
Fe-S(2) 
Fe-S(4) 
S ( I ) - S ( I ) 
S ( l ) - S ( 2 ) 
SO)-SO) 
SO)-C(I) 
S(4)-C(l ) 
C ( I ) S O ) - C O ) S O ) 
C(1)S(4)-C(2)S(4) 
C(1)S(4)-C(3)S(4) 
C(1)S(4)-C(4)S(4) 
S ( I ) -Mo-SO) 
S O ) - M o - S O ) 
S ( I ) -Mo-S( I ) 
S ( I ) -Fe -S( I ) 
S ( I ) - F e - S O ) 
S( l ) -Fe-S(4) 
S(2)-Fe-S(4) 
Mo-S(I) -Fe 
Fe-S(I) -Fe 
Fe-SO)-Fe 
Mo-SO)-Mo 
Mo-SO) -C( I )SO) 
Fe-S(4)-C(I)S(4) 
F e - M o - F e 
F e - F e - F e 
M o - F e - F e 
S ( I ) - S ( I ) - S ( I ) 
S ( I ) - S ( I ) - S O ) 
S ( I ) - S O ) - S ( I ) 
S O ) - C ( I ) S O ) - C O ) S O ) 
S(4)-C(1)S(4)-C(2)S(4) 
S(4)-C(1)S(4)-C(3)S(4) 
S(4)-C(1)S(4)-C(4)S(4) 

3.668 (4) 
2.723 (2) 
2.687 (3) 
2.351 (3) 
3.899(7) 
2.567 (4) 
2.249 (4) 
2.259 (4) 
2.273(5) 
2.232(5) 
3.667 (6) 
3.571 (6) 
3.111 (9) 
1.866(18) 
1.651 (28) 
1.543(33) 
2.023(57)" 
1.131 (58)" 
1.761 (46)" 

89.18 (14), 90.36 (14) 
74.59(13) 

102.47(11) 
108.86(18) 

104.01 (13), 104.33(13) 
115.85(18), 116.41 (18) 

105.90(21) 
72.38(12), 72.55(12) 

73.17 (14) 
72.47(18) 
91.20(17) 

110.76(36) 
113.8 (1.4) 
59.12(8) 
60.00 (0) 
60.44 (4) 
60.00 (0) 
59.11 (6) 
61.78(13) 
108.2(1.6) 
108.2(2.4) 
117.7(4.7) 
99.8(2.5) 

3.306(3) 
2.730 (2) 
2.702 (2) 
2.340(3) 
3.907 (4) 

2.261 (3) 
2.264(3) 
2.282(3) 
2.243 (3) 
3.658 (4) 
3.586(4) 

1.762(22) 

1.439(38)* 
1.137(78)* 

102.80(8) 
107.88 (14) 

104.16(10), 104.26(10) 
115.09(13), 116.43(12) 

107.77 (12) 
72.72 (9), 72.78 (9) 

73.32(10) 
72.59(12) 

104.9(6) 
59.30(5) 
60.00 (0) 
60.35 (3) 
60.00 (0) 
59.34(5) 
61.33(9) 

113.4(2.1) 
118.5(4.5) 

"•* Occupancy factor refinement of /3-carbon atoms resulted in these multiplicities: " C(2)S(4), 0.31; C(3)S(4), 0.20; C(4)S(4), 0.49; 
* C(2)S(4). 0.67; C(3)S(4), 0.33. 
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Table IV. Best Weighted Least-Squares Planes for Anions 

plane 
no. 

Ax + By + Cz = D (orthogonalized coordinates) 

0.1711 
0.5918 
0.9768 
0.5269 

0.1909 
0.5846 
0.9719 
0.5347 

(Et3NCH2Ph)3[Mo2Fe6S8(SEt)9] 
0.7912 

-0.5436 
-0.2143 

0.1669 

(Et4N)3[Mo2Fe6S9(SEt)8] 
0.7872 

-0.5559 
-0.2353 

0.1574 

-0.5872 
-0.5951 
-0.0010 
-0.8334 

-0.5865 
-0.5910 

0.0002 
-0.8302 

6.3890 
-4.7266 
-2.1154 

1.1106 

6.4299 
-4.8846 
-2.3400 

1.0434 

atom 

deviations (A) from plane no. 

Mo 
Fe" 
Fe" 
S(I)" 
S(I)" 
S(2) 

Mo 
Fe" 
Fe" 
S(I)" 
S(I)" 
S(2) 

0.022(1) 
0.78 (2) 

-0.233 (4) 
-0.233 (4) 

0.024(1) 
0.074(2) 

-0.240 (4) 
-0.240 (4) 

(Et3NCH2Ph)3[Mo2Fe6S8(SEt)9] 

-0 .084 (2) 
-0.084 (2) 

0.267 (4) 

0.282 (4) 

(Et4N)3[Mo2Fe6S9(SEt)8] 

-0 .078 (2) 
-0.078 (2) 

0.268 (4) 

0.278 (4) 

0.001 (1) 
-0.002 (2) 

-0.004 (4) 

0.005(1) 

0.000(1) 
0.000 (2) 

-0.001 (4) 

0.001 (1) 

0.002 (2) 
-0.002 (2) 
0.004 (4) 

-0.004 (4) 

0.000 (2) 
0.000 (2) 
0.001 (4) 

-0.001 (4) 

" Fe and S(I) atom pairs are atoms in the MoFe3S4 core which are related by threefold symmetry. 

Table V. Root Mean Square Amplitudes of Thermal Vibration (A) 
of Anions 

[Mo2Fe6 S8(SC5H5)J3 

atom 

Mo 
Fe 
S(I) 
S(2) 
S(3) 
S(4) 
C(1)S(3) 
C(2)S(3) 
C(1)S(4) 
C(2)S(4)" 
C(3)S(4) 
C(4)S(4) 

Mo 
Fe 
S(I) 
S(2) 
S(3) 
S(4) 
C(1)S(3) 
C(2)S(3) 
C(I)S(4)" 
C(2)S(4) 
C(3)S(4) 

min int 

(Et3NCH2Ph)3[Mo2Fe6S8(SEt)9] 
0.185 
0.197 
0.211 
0.191 
0.197 
0.228 
0.152 
0.192 
0.292 
0.241 
0.180 
0.324 

(Et4N)3[Mo2Fe6S, 
0.224 
0.231 
0.232 
0.209 
0.302 
0.242 
0.251 
0.338 
0.251 
0.458 
0.440 

0.199 
0.240 
0.220 
0.286 
0.215 
0.297 
0.215 
0.347 
0.434 

^(SEt)8] 
0.229 
0.250 
0.251 
0.281 
0.358 
0.316 

0.374 

max 

0.208 
0.243 
0.228 
0.306 
0.223 
0.412 
0.248 
0.395 
0.586 

0.229 
0.254 
0.259 
0.292 
0.445 
0.361 

0.657 

" Cf. footnotes a and b, Table III. 

fit the functional form described in these references to the observed 
EXAFS data. Each shell of atom neighbors is characterized by a 
damped, amplitude-modulated sine wave and analysis of the overall 
amplitude provides the number of atoms in the shell while analysis 
of the linear component of the phase provides the distance. The pair-
wise phase shift and amplitude parameters (c\, c2, a0, and a2) for 
Mo-S were determined semiempirically and were taken from previous 

SO, S(2) 

SMl Mo 
Mo 
Fe 

Mo 
Fe 
Fe 

SM) 3.668(4) 
2 723(2) 
2 687(3) 

Figure 1. Structure of [Mo2Fe6Sg(SEt)8]3-, showing 50% probability 
ellipsoids, the atom labeling scheme, and principal interatomic distances; 
not included are the nine ethyl groups of the bridging and terminal thiolate 
ligands. 

work.29 As pointed out elsewhere'0 the amplitude and phase param
eters for Mo-Fe were extrapolated from the Mo-S parameters and 
known elemental trends. As a suitable single-shell model for deter
mining these Mo-Fe parameters semiempirically is still not available, 
the extrapolated parameters have been normalized by fitting a Mo-Fe 
shell which has been Fourier filtered from a species ([Mo2Fev 
S8(SEt)I2]3 -) , containing a MoFe3S4 core, whose structure has been 
accurately determined.30 The resultant parameters gave improved 
reliability in the determination of numbers of scattering atoms and 
made little difference in the distances (which were very accurate even 
using the extrapolated parameters). 

Other Physical Measurements. All measurements were made under 
anaerobic conditions. Absorption spectra were recorded on a Cary 
Model 219 spectrophotometer. Mossbauer spectra were obtained with 
a constant-acceleration spectrometer with the source (57Co in Rh) 
maintained at the same temperature as the absorber, eliminating the 
second-order Doppler shift. (Et 4N) 3 [Mo 2Fe 6S 9 (SEt) 8 ] and 
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[Mo2Fe6S9(SC2H5I8] 

S(2) 

S (4) 

S(4] 

S (2) 

S(4) 
M o - M e 3 3 0 6 ( 3 ) 

Mo Fe 2 7 3 0 ( 2 ) 

Fe ••• Fe 2 .702 (2) 

Figure 2. Structure of [Mo2Fe6S9(SEt)8I3-, showing 50% probability 
ellipsoids, the atom labeling scheme, and principal interatomic distances; 
not included are the two ethyl groups of the disordered bridge and the six 
ethyl groups of the terminal thiolate ligands. 

6 0 - - [Mo2Fe6S8(SEt)9]' 

- [Mo2Fe6S9(SEt)8]
3 

300 400 500 
X ( m l 

600 700 

Figure 3. Absorption spectra of [Mo2Fe6Ss(SEt)9]3- and [Mo2Fe6-
S9(SEt)S]3- in acetonitrile solution at ~25 °C. 

(Et3NCH2Ph)3[Mo2Fe6S8(SEt)9] were examined at 4.2 and 77 K 
as solid absorbers dispersed in boron nitride powder. 

Results and Discussion 
Preparation of Mo-Fe-S Cluster Complexes. After pre

liminary experimentation, reaction system 1 was devised. This 

(R4N)2MoS4 + 3FeCl3 + 1OEtSH + 1ONaOMe 

MeOH, - 2 5 °C (D 

(R4N)3[Mo2Fe6S9(SEt)8] + (R4N)3[Mo2Fe6S8(SEt)9] 
+ (R4N)3[Mo2Fe7S8(SEt)12] 

system has afforded three anionic cluster complexes which 
have been isolated as quaternary ammonium salts and iden
tified. The complexes [Mo2Fe6Sg(SEt)8]3- and [Mo2Fe6-
Sg(SEt)O.]3- are the subjects of this report. The system re
sembles that which resulted in spontaneous self-assembly of 
the ferredoxin active site analogues [Fe4S4(SR)4]2- 16,31 ex
cept that, in place of NaHS, MoS4

2- is the source of sulfide. 
Excess thiolate is the apparent reductant required to adjust the 
oxidation states of iron and molybdenum to those necessary 
for stable cluster formation. 

The reaction system 1 products [Mo2Fe6Sg(SEt)S]3- and 
[Mo2Fe6Sg(SEt)Q]3- were separated on the basis of differ
ential solubilities of certain of their quaternary ammonium 
salts in alcohols and acetonitrile. Salts of both anions were 
isolated as black, crystalline, air-sensitive materials. With 
(Et3NCH2Ph)+ as the counterion the [Mo2Fe6S8(SEt)9]3-

salt proved to be the less soluble in methanol. Consequently, 
substantial quantities of crude (Et3NCH2Ph)3[Mo2Fe6-
S8(SEt)9] were isolated by volume reduction of the unfiltered 
methanol reaction mixture followed by cooling. Purification 
of this compound was effected by recrystallization from ace-
tonitrile/THF. Filtration of the reaction mixture, extraction 
of the solid residue obtained from evaporation of the filtrate 
with acetonitrile, and evaporation of the acetonitrile solution 
gave a solid residue consisting of the preceding compound and 
(Et3NCH2Ph)3[Mo2Fe6S9(SEt)8]. The latter was obtained 
in pure form by two fractional crystallizations from warm 
ethanol. The Et4N

 + salts of the two anions have nearly equal 
solubilities in methanol. Evaporation of the filtrate of the 
methanol reaction mixture followed by recrystallization of the 
resultant residue five times from acetonitrile/THF gave a 
satisfactorily pure sample of (Et4N)3[Mo2Fe6S9(SEt)8]. In 
view of the greater ease in obtaining the corresponding 
(Et3NCH2Ph)+ salt, a purification method for this compound 

has not been optimized. For the same reason the isolation of 
(Et4N)3[Mo2Fe6S8(SEt)9] was not pursued. 

Product purity was monitored by 1H NMR spectroscopy, 
which revealed certain diagnostic signals shifted by para
magnetic interactions from the region of cation resonances. 
In acetonitrile-d3 solution (~31 0C) the spectrum of [Mo2-
Fe6S8(SEt)9]3- contained broad signals at 54 and 17 ppm 
downfield of Me4Si which, on the basis of relative intensities 
and the X-ray structure (Figure 1) described in a following 
section, are assigned to terminal FeSCH2 and Mo(M2-
SCZZ2)Mo groups, respectively. Similarly, the signals of 
[Mo2Fe6S9(SEt)8]3- (Figure 2) at 54 ppm downfield and 3.1 
ppm upfield of Me4Si are attributed to terminal and bridging 
thiolate methylene groups, respectively. The multiple recrys-
tallizations of (Et4N)3[Mo2Fe6S9(SEt)8] were required to 
diminish contamination with the [Mo2Fe6S8(SEt)9]3- salt, 
whose presence in impure samples was indicated by a signal 
at 17 ppm. The absorption spectra of [Mo2Fe6S8(SEt)9]3-

(Xmax 277, 391 nm) and [Mo2Fe6S9(SEt)8]3- (Xmax 268, 396 
nm) in acetonitrile solution are shown in Figure 3. Their sim
ilarity renders them less useful than 1H NMR spectra in 
monitoring product purity, especially in early stages of puri
fication. These spectra resemble those of [Fe4S4(SEt)4]2- in 
aprotic solvents (e.g., in DMF32 \max 298 nm (eM 23 300), 420 
(17 200)) in that they contain two principal absorption bands. 
The visible bands in Figure 3 have CM/2 values (i.e., per 
MoFe3S4 core, vide infra) similar to those of [Fe4S4(SEt)4]2-. 
The two bands presumably arise from EtS -* core charge 
transfer excitations, analogous to assignment of the two intense 
bands in the UV-visible spectra of [Fe4S4(SR)4]2- com
plexes.16-33 Spectroscopic and other physicochemical properties 
of [Mo2Fe6S8(SEt)9]3- and [Mo2Fe6S9(SEt)8]3- will be 
considered more fully in a subsequent report. 

Description of Structures. Both (Et3NCH2Ph)3[Mo2-
Fe6S8(SEt)9] and (Et4N)3[Mo2Fe6S9(SEt)8] crystallize in 
the hexagonal space group /*63/w and contain one-sixth of the 
anion and one-half of the cation in the asymmetric unit. Cat
ions and anions are well separated with no unusually close 
contacts. The cations of both compounds lie on the mirror 
planes at 2 = '/4 and z = 3/4, possess unexceptional bond dis
tances and angles (Table VII28), and are not disordered. The 
structures of the two anions, together with the common atom 
labeling scheme and principal bond distances, are set out in 
Figures 1 and 2. A stereoview of the structure of [Mo2Fe6S8-
(SEt)9]3- is provided in Figure 4. Both anions contain two 
MoFe3S4(SEt)3 clusters bridged through the Mo atoms by 
three atoms S(3) which are situated on the mirror plane at z 
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Table XI. Comparison of Mean Values of Selected Distances (A) 

complex 

[Mo2Fe6S8*(SEt)9]3-

[Mo2Fe6S9*(SEt)8p-
[Fe4S4I-(SCH2Ph)4]

2- * 
[Fe4S4*(SPh)4]2- * 
[Fe4S4*(SCH2CH2C02)4]6- * 
[Fe4S4*(SCH2Ph)4]3- c 

[Fe4S4*(SPh)4]3- <••<• 

Fe-S 

2.232(5) 
2.243 (3) 
2.251 (3) 
2.263 (3) 
2.250(3) 
2.297(12) 
2.295 (4) 

Fe-S* 

2.260(10) 
2.269(10) 
2.286 (35)* 
2.287 (17)d 

2.287 (19)^ 
2.317(15)/ 
2.309 (35)? 

Fe-Fe 

2.687 (3) 
2.702 (2) 
2.746 (24)e 

2.736 (3) 
2.755 (18)<-
2.759 (24) 
2.743(15) 

S*-S* 

3.619(53) 
3.622(39) 
3.606 (31)* 
3.611 (32)? 
3.602(9)'' 
3.665(3O)* 
3.657 (52)^ 

ref 

a 
a 
31 
34 
35 
36 
37 

" This work. bx Core oxidation level: * [Fe4S4*]2+, Fe2-5+;c [Fe4S4*]+, Fe225+. d~h Mean value of d four short + eight long,' four short 
+ two long, f six short + six long, * eight short + four long, * two short + four long distances. The large esd values in Fe-S*, Fe-Fe, and S*—S* 
distances arise because all such distances were included in calculations of the mean values given. ' Anion 1. 

Figure 4. Stereoview of [Mo2FCeSg(SEt)9]
3-; 50% probability ellipsoids are plotted and ethyl groups are omitted. 

= V4. The anion of each structure lies with its longest intercore 
dimension, S(2)—S(2), along the crystallographic threefold 
axis at x = V3, y = %. Other than small dimensional differences 
the two anions are distinguished by the composition of their 
bridging units: Mo(^-SEt)3Mo in [Mo2Fe6Sg(SEt)9]

3- and 
Mo(M2-S)(M2-SEt)2Mo in [Mo2Fe6S9(SEt)8]3-. In describing 
the structures of the anions, clusters and bridging units are 
considered in turn, and attention is directed to the metrical data 
in Table III and the best weighted least-squares planes and 
atom position deviations therefrom in Table IV. 

A. MoFe3S,4(SEt)3 Clusters. The basic cubane-type stereo
chemistry of the MoFe3S4 cores of the clusters in the two an
ions is immediately apparent from inspection of Figures 1, 2, 
and 4. In this sense these clusters are related to ferredoxin 
active site synthetic analogues with Fe4S4 cores; selected bond 
distances for five such analogues313437 are compared with 
corresponding distances in [Mo2Fe6S8(SEt)9]3- and [Mo2-
Fe6S9(SEt)8]3- in Table XI. The following are the principal 
cluster structural features in the latter two anions. (1) Owing 
to crystallographically imposed constraints, the two clusters 
within each anion are identical and each possesses trigonal 
symmetry with the C3 axis passing through Mo and S(2). (2) 
The MoFe3S4 cores are composed of two interpenetrating 
imperfect tetrahedra (MoFe3, S4) of which the S4 tetrahedron 
is the larger. (3) In each structure plane 3 (Table IV), defined 
by Mo, Fe, S(I), and S(2), is nearly perfect; moreover, in both 
cases the two independent Fe-S(I) distances are within 3ff of 
each other. (4) The core faces MoFeS2 and Fe2S2 are distinctly 
nonplanar kite-shaped quadrilaterals (planes 1 and 2); body 
diagonal planes 4 are nearly perfect. (5) From (l)-(4) the local 
core symmetry closely approaches C3i;. (6) Values of Fe-Fe, 
Fe-S(I), and Fe-S(4) distances are comparable to those in 
complexes with Fe4S4 cores in several different oxidation levels 
(Table XI). While direct comparison is not precise owing to 
distortions of the latter from cubic toward tetragonal38 rather 
than trigonal symmetry, the shorter Fe-S(I) and Fe-S(4) 
distances observed in the MoFe3S4(SEt)3 clusters are consis
tent with a formal oxidation state of Fe higher than those in 
the tabulated Fe4S4 species (vide infra). (7) The increase of 
0.17-0.18 A in Mo-S distances in MoFe3S4 cores compared 
to MoS4

2- 39 suggests that the multiple bonding presumably 
present in the latter species40 has been substantially dimin

ished, very likely as a consequence of reduction in the formal 
valence state of Mo and concomitant increase in coordination 
number. Further assessment of the core Mo-S distances is 
difficult because of the paucity of lower valent six-coordinate 
Mo compounds containing triply bridging sulfide. The only 
prior example is M0S2, in which the Mo-S distance is 2.41 (6) 
A.41 The Mo(III)-S distance of 2.37 A in [MO 2 (^ 2 -S) 2 -
(CN)8]6- 42 compares favorably with the Mo-S(I) distances 
of 2.351 (3) and 2.340 (3) A found for [Mo2Fe6S8(SEt)9]3-

and [Mo2Fe6S9(SEt)8]
3-, respectively. A number of binuclear 

Mo(V) complexes containing one or two sulfide bridges have 
been structurally characterized; Mo-S distances occur in the 
2.29-2.34-A interval.43 Mo-S distances and all other core 
dimensions do not differ significantly from those reported re
cently for [Mo2Fe6S8(SPh)9]3- 25a 

B. Bridging Units. The primary structural difference be
tween [Mo2Fe6S8(SEt)9]

3- and [Mo2Fe6S9(SEt)8]3- is found 
in the bridging units 1 and 2, respectively, and the accompa-

Et 

Mc 

Et 
S 

-SEt—Mo 

S 
Et 

Mo- -Mo 

1 3.668 (4) A 

S 
Et 

2 3.306 (3) A 

nying 0.36-A difference in Mo—Mo distances. The following 
are the principal structural features of these two units (ex
cluding the ethyl group disorders discussed in the Experimental 
Section). (I) Atoms S(3) are related by a crystallographic 
threefold axis. (2) Atoms S(3) of 1 are not disordered and their 
positions are well defined, but those of 2 are disordered about 
the threefold axis. The position of atom S(3) of 2 listed in Table 
II represents a maximum in the electron density of a super
position of the two types (S, SEt) of bridge atoms. Owing to 
this disorder no structural parameters involving S(3) of 2 are 
included in Table III. (3) Each Mo atom is six coordinate. In 
[Mo2Fe6S8(SEt)9]

3- the bridge distances exceed those to core 
S(I) atoms by 0.22 A, the core S(I)-Mo-S(I) bond angles are 
larger than the bridge S(3)-Mo-S(3) bond angles by 27.9°, 
and the local symmetry at Mo is C3r. The symmetry of the core 
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Figure 5. Mossbauer spectrum of solid (Et4N)3[Mo2Fe6S^SEt)8] in 
zero applied magnetic field at 77 K. The solid line is a theoretical fit as
suming Lorentzian line shapes. 

+ bridge heavy atoms of [Mo2Fe6S8(SEt)9]3- is C3/,. (4) The 
corresponding symmetry of [Mo2Fe6S9(SEt)8]3- cannot ex
ceed C2c because of the inhomogeneous nature of bridging unit 
2. However, the anion is not substantially bent about the bridge 
inasmuch as atom S(2) does not exhibit unusual thermal pa
rameters (Table II), as would be expected from the disorder 
about the threefold axis. (5) Dimensions of unit 1 are insigni
ficantly different from those in [M02 Fe 6 S 8 (SPh) 9 ] 3 - 25 

(Mo—Mo 3.685 (3) A). Parameters of unit 2 appear somewhat 
more sensitive to environmental effects, as judged by the 
Mo-Mo separations of 3.306 (3) and 3.191 (2) A in the Et 4N+ 

and (Et3NCH2Ph)+ salts, respectively. (6) Distance and angle 
parameters for the (S(l))3Mo(S(3))3Mo(S(l))3 fragment of 
[Mo2Fe6S8(SEt)9]3-, according to the Cotton-Ucko criteria,44 

exhibit substantial departures (feature (3)) from an idealized 
confacial bioctahedron in a manner such as to indicate the lack 
of attractive interactions between Mo atoms. From (4) the 
corresponding fragment of [Mo2Fe6S9(SEt)8]3- also departs 
from this idealized arrangement. (7) The Mo—Mo separations 
in 1 and 2 are much larger than those in other structurally 
characterized binuclear triply bridged Mo complexes; these 
have the bridge units 3 ( [Mo 2X 9 ] 3 - , 4 5 X = Cl (2.66 A), Br 
(2.82 A)), 4 ([Mo203(SCH2CH20)(oxinate)2],46 2.63 A), 
and 5 ([Mo203(SPh)2(S2CNEt2)2],47a 2.68 A).4 7 b The same 

Ph 
S 

S 
Ph 

point applies to a number of other binuclear complexes of the 
type Mov(/u2-S)2Mov 43 a n d M O V I ( M 2 - S ) 2 M , 4 8 to [Mo2(M2-
S)?(CN)8]6 - ,4 2 and to the quadruply bridged species [(77s-
C5Hj)2Mo2(M2-SMe)4]0 '+4 9 and [(Tf-MePh)2Mo2(M2-
SMe)4]2+.50 In these cases metal-metal distances fall in the 
2.5-2.9-A range, the bridging units usually approach planarity 
(excluding quadruple bridges), and weak paramagnetism or 
diamagnetism (where reported) is observed. While compari
sons are obviously inexact, units 1 and 2, in terms of metal-
metal separations, more closely resemble the nonplanar 
Molv(;U2-SR)2M units in (7?5-C5H5)2Mo(S-«-Bu)2FeCl2

19 

(3.66 A) and [((775-C5H5)2Mo(SMe)2)2Ni]2+ 51 (3.39 A) 
whose distances are not compatible with significant metal-
metal bonding. On the basis of structural results, the descrip
tion which emerges for [Mo2Fe6S8(SEt)9]3 - and [Mo2Fe6S9-

- 2 0 2 
VELOCITY (mm/sec) 

Figure 6. Mossbauer spectra of solid (Et3NCH2Ph)3[Mo2Fe6S8(SEt)9] 
in zero applied magnetic field at (a) 77 and (b) 4.2 K. The solid lines are 
theoretical fits assuming Lorentzian line shapes and two quadrupole 
doublets in each spectrum. 

Table XII. Mossbauer Spectral Parameters for Mo-Fe-S Cluster 
Complexes 

complex 

(Et4N)3[Mo2Fe6S9(SEt)8] 

(Et3NCH2Ph)3[Mo2Fe6S8-
(SEt)9] 

FeMo-co (MEPR)* 

T, 
K 

4.2 
77 
4.2 

77 

>40 

5, mm/s0 

0.28 ± 0.02 
0.27 ± 0.02 
0.28 ± 0.02 

0.32 ± 0.02 
0.27 ± 0.02 
0.32 ±0.02 
0.25f 

A £ Q , mm/s 

1.20 ±0.03 
0.95 ±0.03 
1.04 ±0.03 

1.50 ±0.03 
0.98 ± 0.03 
1.33 ±0.03 
0.81 

" Referenced to Fe metal at 
ref 21. c Obtained by subtractin; 
of 0.37 mm/s. 

the same temperature. * Data from 
g 0.12 mm/s from the reported value 

(SEt) 8 ] 3 - is that of two nearly isodimensional pairs of clusters 
in which any significant intrapair electronic coupling is more 
likely to be mediated by bridge atoms than to be caused by 
direct M o - M o orbital interactions. 

Core Electron Distributions. Structural and Mossbauer 
Results. Attempts to provide detailed electronic descriptions 
of [Mo2Fe6S8(SEt)9]3- and [Mo2Fe6S9(SEt)8]3- are deferred 
to a subsequent report containing more extensive spectroscopic 
and magnetic data. Here, core electron distributions are con
sidered in terms of the results of 57Fe Mossbauer spectroscopy 
in zero applied magnetic field. The spectrum of [Mo2Fe6-
S9(SEt)g]3_ at 77 K, shown in Figure 5, consists of a single, 
slightly broadened, asymmetric quadrupole doublet whose 
splitting and line widths increase from 77 to 4.2 K. The 
broadening may arise from inequivalent Fe sites owing to the 
presence of bridge unit 2 (structural feature (4)). The spectrum 
of [Mo2Fe6S8(SEt)9]3 - at 77 K, given in Figure 6, consists of 
two partially resolved quadrupole doublets. Theoretical fits 
with unconstrained line widths, intensities, and positions in
dicate ca. 1:1 relative integrated intensities for the two doublets 
at 77 and 4.2 K. This result is inconsistent with rigorous 
equivalence of Fe atoms in the structure determined at ambient 
temperature and is being further investigated. 

Spectral parameters derived from theoretical fits of the 
spectra assuming Lorentzian line shapes are compiled in Table 
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Table XIII. 

Mo-L 

Mo-S 
Mo-Fe 
Mo-S' 

Summary of EXAFS Curve 

K1A 

2.352 
2.690 
2.490 

Fitti 

nitrogenase 

ng Results" 

no. L 

3.8 
2.5 
1.1 

[Mo2Fe6S9(SEt)8I 
R, A 

2.351 
2.730 
2.551 

3 -

no. L 

3.7 
2.6 
2.2 

[Mo2Fe6S8(SEt)9I3-

R, A no. L 

2.345 2.4 
2.744 2.4 
2.548 2.2 

" Fits over the range of k = 4-14A - ' on Fourier filtered data. Numerical methods used in the fitting procedure are described in the Exper
imental Section and elsewhere.29 The function values, x = [£(data fit)2/N][/2, for the three-wave fits of nitrogenase, [MOaFe6S9(SEt)8]

3-, 
and [Mo2Fe6S8(SEt)9]3- were 0.51, 0.42, and 0.37, respectively. 

Fe Fe 
FORMAL OXIDATION STATE 

Figure 7. Dependence of isomer shifts (77 K) Of57Fe in a tetrahedral sulfur 
environment on formal oxidation state of the metal. The line is defined 
by mean values of shifts of the following compounds in order of decreasing 
oxidation state: [Fe(S2-O-XyI)2]'-;

52 [Fe2S2(S2-O-XyI)2]
2";53 

[Fe4S4(SR)4]
2";54 [Fe4S4(SR)4]3-;" [Fe(S2-O-XyI)2]

2".52 

XlI. Particular interest attends the isomer shifts 5, which in 
discrete complexes3752-54 and various Fe-S phases55 con
taining tetrahedral Fe-S4 sites have been observed to vary 
monotonically with the formal oxidation state of the metal. A 
plot of <5 at 77 or 4.2 K (corrected by 0.12 mm/s 5 6 for the 
second-order Doppler shift in cases of the source at ambient 
temperature) vs. oxidation state of synthetic analogues of Fe-S 
protein sites7'16 reveals the essentially linear dependence dis
played in Figure 7. Interpolation of the isomer shifts of [Mo2-
Fe 6 S 8 (SEt) 9 ] 3 - and [Mo 2Fe 6S 9(SEt) 8] 3 - shows them to be 
closest to but smaller than the shifts of [Fe4S4(SR)4]2 - (Fe+2-5, 
2Fe(II) + 2Fe(III)) and to fall near Fe2 6 7 + , corresponding 
to a formal 2Fe(III) + Fe(II) description. This conclusion is 
entirely consistent with core structural feature (6) and the data 
in Table XI. Of these data the variations in terminal Fe-S 
distances are the most convincing because of the smaller 
standard deviations of these distances and the likelihood that 
they are less affected than Fe-S* (core) distances by core 
distortions and the replacement of a Fe by a Mo atom. The 
Shannon-Prewitt effective ionic radius difference, high-spin 
tetrahedral [Fe(II)-Fe(III)] = 0.14 A,57 supports assignment 
of a higher oxidation of Fe in MoFe3S4 cores than in [Fe4S4P+ 

cores. [Mo 2Fe 6S 8(SEt) 9] 3 - and [Mo2Fe6S9(SEt)8]3 - are 
even- and odd-electron species, respectively. Excluding bridge 
S-C electron pairs these species differ by one electron. If the 
mean Fe2 6 7 + oxidation state in both anions is accepted and 
cluster and bridge components are treated as E t S - and S 2 - , 
[Mo 2Fe 6S 8 (SEt) 9 ] 3 - contains two [Mo111Fe3S4]0 cores and 
[Mo 2 Fe 6 S 9 (SEt ) 8 ] 3 - contains a [Mo111Fe3S4]0 and a 
[Mo l v Fe 3 S 4 ] + core, with the formal Mo oxidation states as 
indicated. Although the latter complex is formally mixed va
lence, its Mo sites are indistinguishable (symmetry related) 
in the crystal structure, a situation not uncommon in mixed 
valence species.58 The fact that isomer shifts differ by <0.05 

Figure 8. A comparison of the Mo EXAFS spectra of [Mo2Fe6S9(SEt)8]
3-

and [Mo2Fe6S8(SEt)9]
3-; the beat region (k =a 7-10 A-1) reflects the 

difference between the symmetric (1) and unsymmetric (2) bridge 
units. 

mm/s in the two anions indicates that electronic differences 
are mainly confined to bridging units 1 and 2, even if the formal 
oxidation states of Mo deduced from the shifts are not ac
cepted. Lastly, it is observed that the isomer shifts of the two 
anions (and, to a lesser extent, their quadrupole splittings) are 
comparable to the value for the MEPR site in FeMo-co quoted 
by Rawlings et al.21 when corrected for second-order Doppler 
shifts (Table XI). This result suggests a mean oxidation state 
near Fe2 6 7 + in the EPR-active oxidation level of the co-
factor. 

Results of EXAFS Analyses. The Mo EXAFS spectrum of 
[Mo 2Fe 6S 9 (SEt) 8 ] 3 - was recently reported23 and was found 
to be similar to the spectra of two FeMo proteins'0,M and 
FeMo-co1 ' of nitrogenase. Analysis of the EXAFS led to the 
conclusion that the common structural feature is the existence 
of Fe and S atoms as nearest neighbors to Mo. With the full 
structural characterization of a second Mo-Fe-S cluster 
complex, [Mo2Fe6S8(SEt)9]3 - , it is of value to examine in 
detail the EXAFS of both synthetic clusters in relation to that 
of Mo in nitrogenase. 

The EXAFS spectra for [Mo2Fe6S9(SEt)8]3 - and [Mo2-
Fe 6S 8(SEt) 9] 3 - are shown in Figure 8. Even casual inspection 
of the data reveals certain common features, notably the large 
positive and negative peaks in the EXAFS at about 5 and 6.4 
A - 1 , respectively. At these values of A:, the Mo-S (core) and 
Mo-Fe waves are approximately in phase. The major differ
ence occurs in the beat region of the spectrum (k = 7.0-10.0 
A - 1 ) where the symmetrically bridged complex shows a sub
stantially greater positive excursion around k = 8.5 A - 1 , which 
results from a more inphase combination of waves from the 
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Figure 9. A comparison of the Mo EXAFS spectrum of the FeMo protein 
ofnitrogenase of C. pasteurianum with a simulated spectrum of a model 
having the indicated MoFe6S8 core structure. The latter was obtained 
using semiempirical phases and amplitudes and assuming six S atoms at 
2.35 A and six Fe atoms at 2.73 A from the Mo atom. 

three core sulfide and three bridge thiolate sulfur atoms. 
These results, which show visually the change in the EXAFS 

arising from the differences in bridge units 1 and 2 at essential 
parity of core structures, have been quantified by curve-fitting 
analysis. Fits to the data of both synthetic compounds and the 
FeMo protein of nitrogenase from C. pasteurianum have been 
carried out using the renormalized Mo-Fe parameters de
scribed in the Experimental Section. The results are summa
rized in Table XIII. The mean difference in distances deter
mined by EXAFS compared with those for the structures re
ported herein is 0.007 A while the mean error in determination 
of the number of coordinating atoms in each shell is 16%. The 
curve-fitting results and visual comparisons of EXAFS data 
for synthetic compounds and nitrogenase provide the best 
available evidence for the involvement of the Mo atom of ni
trogenase in a polynuclear Mo-Fe-S cluster. Error limits in 
the EXAFS amplitudes do not yet permit an unambiguous 
characterization of the exact molecular nature of the Mo site 
in the enzyme. However, from comparison of the curve-fitting 
results for the two synthetic clusters and nitrogenase it appears 
unlikely that the Mo atom in a Mo-Fe-S cluster is bridged 
symmetrically to another Fe or Mo atom (e.g., as in bridging 
unit 1). In this regard the conclusion from careful Mossbauer 
spectral analysis that the MEPR center of the FeMo protein 
from A. vinelandii most probably contains 6Fe/Mo,22 together 
with the finding of 6S/M0 in FeMo-co by chemical analysis,12 

permits examination of a potentially attractive model of the 
Mo site not yet achieved synthetically. This model, which is 
composed of two cubane-type cores joined by a common Mo 
atom (MoFe6S8),59 is depicted in Figure 9. Also shown is an 
EXAFS simulated based on trigonal symmetry at Mo and 
distances taken from X-ray results of synthetic clusters, and 
the EXAFS spectrum of an FeMo protein. It may be seen that 
the larger number of nearest-neighbor Fe + S atoms (com
pared to [Mo2Fe6S8(SEt)9]3- or [Mo2Fe6S9(SEt)8]3-) results 
in substantial disagreement of the simulated EXAFS with that 
of nitrogenase. In fact, the function value x 2 (Table XIII) 
between this simulated data set and nitrogenase is 10.0. The 
value of x 2 is a measure of the goodness of fit; a doubling of x 2 

is often taken as the criterion for statistical significance. The 

X2 for a good fit, such as that to the nitrogenase data for which 
the results are reported in Table XIII, is ca. 0.16-0.25. Thus, 
the x 2 for this simulation is about 40-fold greater than the best 
fit to the nitrogenase data, leading to the conclusion that this 
trigonally symmetric model is an unlikely representation of the 
Mo environment in the enzyme. Less symmetric models based 
on this double cubane arrangement were not examined. 

In summary, the results of EXAFS analyses lead to the 
conclusion that the immediate environments of Mo in nitro
genase, [Mo2Fe6S8(SEt)9]3 - , and [Mo 2Fe 6S 9(SEt) 8] 3 - are 
closely related and thus directly implicate Mo in the enzyme 
in a Mo-Fe-S cluster. The core structure of this cluster unit 
is such as to place three or four S atoms at ~2.3 A, two or three 
Fe atoms at ~2.7 A, and one S atom at ~2.5 A from Mo. The 
first two structural features are found in the synthetic MoFe3S4 
cores,60 and the longer Mo-S distance could cdnceivably be 
part of a bridge unit to an Fe or Mo atom. By the EXAFS 
criterion the Mo environment in [Mo2Fe6S9(SEt)8]3 - rather 
than in [Mo2Fe6S8(SEt)9]3 - more closely resembles that in 
the enzyme. Further elucidation of this environment in nitro
genase by EXAFS requires improved amplitude parameters 
and data on the enzyme of enhanced SfN characteristics. 
Additional research in progress is aimed toward the synthesis 
of Mo-Fe-S clusters with a Mo:Fe:S atom ratio nearer to that 
in FeMo-co," and with Mossbauer and EPR properties which 
should provide criteria (in addition to EXAFS) as to closeness 
of structural approach to the Mo site in nitrogenase. 
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hydrochloric acid the desired result was the preparation and 
characterization of the [Mo2Cl8]4"" ion, and this was accom
plished about 10 years ago by a suitable choice of reaction 
conditions.1 It was noted at the same time that under other 

A Complex Reaction Product of Dimolybdenum 
Tetraacetate with Aqueous Hydrochloric Acid. 
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Abstract: From a solution prepared by dissolving Mo2(02CCH3)4 in 12 M HCI and heating to 70 0C in air followed by addi
tion of tetraethylammonium chloride, deep yellow crystals of [(C2Hs)4N]3(HsO2)[Mo2CIgH][MoCl4O(H2O)] are slowly de
posited. This compound was identified and fully characterized by X-ray crystallography. It contains three entities of structural 
interest. First, the diaquahydrogen ion, HsO2

+, occurs here with an O—H—O distance shorter by ca. 0.07 A than any previous
ly reported in this ion; indeed, at 2.34 (1) A, it is comparable to the few shortest O—H—O bonds known. Second, the 
[Mo2CIgH]3- ion, with a ju-H atom, is here found in an ordered condition and the hydrogen atom has been located and refined 
in one of the bridging positions; the Mo-H distances are 1.73 A. Third, a full structural description of the [rrarts-MoCUO-
(H2O)] - ion is given. The Mo=O distance is 1.66 (1) A while Mo—OH2 is 2.33 (I)A. This remarkable compound forms or-
thorhombic crystals, space group Pnma, with a = 26.785 (7) A, b = 10.454 (2) A, c = 16.874 (4) A, V = 4725 (2) A,3 and Z 
= 4. Using 1868 reflections having / > Ia(I) the structure was refined to discrepancy indices of R1 = 0.046 and R2 = 0.064 
and a goodness-of-fit index of 1.35. 
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